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Abstract: The problem of data sparsity largely limits the accuracy of recommender systems in collaborative filtering model. To
alleviate the problem, cross-domain collaborative filtering was proposed by harnessing the information from the auxiliary domains.
Previous works mainly focused on improving the model of utilizing the auxiliary information yet little on the selectionof auxiliary
domains, although it is observed that the result of recommendation depends on the characteristics of auxiliary dataset. In this paper, we
study the validity of cross-domain collaborative filteringby movie recommendation via different auxiliary domains ofdifferent movie
genres. Through extensive experiments we find that the number of overlapping users between target domain and auxiliary domain is
an indicator of choosing beneficial domains, while the low Kullback-Leibler divergence between non-overlapping user ratings, rather
than the overlapping user ratings, is much more significant.The results are helpful in selection of auxiliary domains incross-domain
collaborative filtering.
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1 Introduction

People in online systems usually feel lost when they need
to select a suitable production due to the information
overload problem. One solution to this preoblem is
recommender system. Recommender system is a kind of
information filtering tool that seeks to predict the
preference of a user to an item. Due to its importance, in
recent years recommender system is widely investigated
by many experts in a vatiety of applications, and many
types of recommendation algorithms have been proposed
[1,2]. Therein, Collaborative Filtering (CF) model [3,4]
is most successfully applied. The CF family
recommendation algorithms normally require the support
from a large amount of information on the behaviors
history of users, and the accuracy of prediction is largely
depending on the density of the given rating datasets. In
online systems, however, the data is usually very sparse
since a large portion of users only rate a very limited
number of items. Sparsity problem has become a major
bottleneck of recommender systems [5]. To alleviate this
problem, numerous solutions have been proposed, most
of which are by introducing addition information, for
example, cross-domain collaborative filtering by

harnessing the information from the auxiliary domains
[6], and CF method with social tags [7] and so on.

Cross-domain collaborative filtering (CDCF) is a
powerful tool to solve the data sparsity problem, which
learns useful knowledge from other domains [6]. The idea
behind the method is reasonable, for example, a user has
few activities or is even new in the movie recommender
system (target domain), but his interest can be well
expressed in a related domain (auxiliary domains), such
as the book store. So, by using CDCF method we can
recommend movies to this user with the help of the
histories of his reading perference. Transfer learning is a
typical and effective method in CDCF. In [8], by
considering the auxiliary knowledge as a CODEBOOK,
Li proposed an algorithm based on a shared rating pattern
for solving adaptive transfer learning problems. Latter,
the idea was extended to a probabilistic model named
Rating-Matrix Generative Model [9] to solve collective
transfer learning (multi-task learning) problems in CF.
Followed this idea, lots of methods are proposed to built
the bridge between various of domains including
cross-domain collaborative filtering over time [10], cross
heterogeneous user feedbacks [11,12] and Cross-domain
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topic learning [13]. All these methods achieved success
on accurate recommendation. However, it is noticed that
the prediction accuracy is not always good for every
auxiliary domain, and little attention has been paid on this
topic. Therefore we are inspired to study how to choose
an effective auxiliary domain for a target domain. We
expect to find some indices that can help to select proper
auxiliary domain in advance.

In this paper, we use the benchmark dataset used in
recommender system research, i.e., the Movielens dataset
collected by the Grouplens group, to study the efficiency
of Cross-domain collaborative filtering on different
auxiliary domain, the 18 genres movies. And we adopt
the Rating-Matrix Generative Model [9] method based on
CDCF model due to its virtue in collecting
multi-domains. Through extensive experiments we find
that if the auxiliary domain is highly correlated with the
target domain on rating pattern, indicated by low
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [14,15], the
recommendation accuracy will be more likely to be
improved. Specifically, this correlation is not significant
unless we consider the non-overlapping users between the
target domain and auxiliary domain. Compared with the
consideration of overlapping users, the non-overlapping
users should be paid more attention. The results are very
helpful to select a contributing auxiliary domain in
cross-domain collaborative filtering systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as followed:
materials and methods are introduced in Section 2; in
Section 3 we describe the experiments and analyze the
results; Section 4 presents the conclusion and outlook.

2 Materials and Method

2.1 Dataset

The Movielens dataset collected by the Grouplens group
in Minnesota University is a very good dataset for our
study. Since it is the benchmark dataset widely used in
recommender system research, it is public available, and
for this paper’s focus, it provides movie genres so that can
be divided into many auxiliary domains conveniently. We
use the 1M dataset which including 1 million ratings rated
by 6040 anonymous users to 3952 movies. The ratings
range from 1 to 5 where 5 means the user likes the movie
very much and vice visa. The movies can be classified
into 18 different genres according to the tags (a genre is
defined to correspond to a domain in this paper).
According to these movie genres, users are also divided
into 18 groups. Some basic information are shown in
Table 1, where ID is valid and consistent through the
whole paper.Nuser and Nmovie are the numbers of users
and movies respectively;〈Kuser〉 denotes the average
number of movies rated by each user, calculated by
|E|/Nuser, where|E| is the number of ratings in a given
genre; Similarly〈Kmovie〉 denotes that how many ratings

are rated to each movie, written as|E|/Nmovie. 〈r〉 is the
average rating values and theσr is the corresponding
standard deviation. The domains are listed in the
increasing order based onNuser.

It should be pointed that, these groups are allowed to
be overlapped because users usually have more than one
kind of taste. And as can be seen in Table1, the largest
user group contains 90% of total users.

To evaluate the accuracy of recommender system in
this paper, the initial dataset is divided into two parts: the
training setET and the probe setsEP. The training set is
treated as known information while the probe set is used
for testing and no information in this set is allowed to be
used for the recommendation. The test set is randomly
sampled and always contains 20% ratings of the whole
ratings for a domain, namely|ET | : |EP| = 8 : 2. Since
there are 18 genres dataset, when considering a target
domain, the other 17 datasets are used as auxiliary
domain respectively.

2.2 Method

There are many cross-domain collaborative filtering
models proposed to handle different application
scenarios, among which the Rating-Matrix Generative
Model (RMGM) is one of the effective cross-domain
methods based on probability model [9]. This approach
lends itself well to an adequate modeling of collaborative
auxiliary effects. It assumes that there is a latent user-item
rating pattern in the related domains as a ”bridge” to
estimate the missing ratings. The ratings rated by users to
items can be clearly described by a rating matrix.
Suppose there arem users andn items, we can build a
m×n matrix M, where the entryMui means the rating of
user u to item i. And each matrix can be clustered
according to the user (item) similarity. Then the common
knowledge is abstracted as an overlapping implicit
cluster-level rating matrix from both matrices. The entries
are the average ratings of the corresponding user-item
co-clusters. Then the predicted rating can be obtained by
a rating function in terms of the combination of the latent
user-cluster and item-cluster variables.

A simple example of generating cluster-level rating
matrix is shown in Figure1. The original matrix A and B
in subfigure (a) and (b) are the related rating matrix.
Notice that, the label “a” in Matrix A is different from
that in Matrix B and so as to b, c, d, e and f. Subfigure (c)
and (d) correspond to Matrix A and B respectively by
permuting the rows (users) and columns (items) with the
rule that the same ratings need to be grouped into clusters
(the red boxes) as far as possible. At last, the
corresponding cluster level rating matrix can be built in
subfigure (e): entries in blue box correspond to subfigure
(c) and entries in red box correspond to subfigure (d).

Suppose we are given several rating matrices in related
domains, and there areK user clusters{C1

u,...,Ck
u}, andL

item clusters{C1
v , ...,C

l
v} in the shared cluster-level rating
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Table 1: Basic information of every movie genre.

ID Genre Nuser Nitem 〈kuser〉 〈kitem〉 〈r〉 σr

1 Documentary 2243 110 3.53 15.98 3.93 1.0672
2 Western 4100 67 5.04 73.61 3.64 1.2096
3 Film-Noir 4150 44 4.40 173.91 4.08 0.8698
4 Musical 4754 113 8.74 166.13 3.67 1.2123
5 Animation 4808 105 9 37.23 3.68 1.1709
6 Fantasy 4850 68 7.48 180.6 3.45 1.2841
7 Mystery 5133 104 7.83 365.25 3.67 1.1810
8 Children’s 5283 250 13.66 48.35 3.42 1.3476
9 Horror 5300 339 14.41 1123.32 3.22 1.5019
10 Crime 5662 201 14.05 1807.75 3.71 1.1615
11 War 5769 141 11.88 202.14 3.89 1.1348
12 Adventure 5894 281 22.73 1185.42 3.48 1.2757
13 Sci-Fi 5911 274 26.61 1512.44 3.47 1.3392
14 Romance 5961 459 l24.75 321.4 3.61 1.1380
15 Thriller 5989 485 31.67 692.26 3.57 1.2247
16 Action 6012 495 42.82 530.84 3.49 1.2848
17 Crime 6031 1163 59.12 2528.94 3.52 1.2560
18 Drama 6037 1493 58.73 5291.48 3.77 1.0937
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Fig. 1: A simple example of implementation of RMGM.

patterns (illustrated in Figure1 (e)). Then the cluster-level
rating matrix can be expressed as the probability of user
u in Ck

u and itemv in Cl
v simultaneously, represented by

P(Ck
u,C

l
v|u,v) (the random variableu and v are assumed

to be independent from each other). The missing rating of
useru to itemv can be obtained byr ·P(Ck

u,C
l
v|u,v), where

r is the average rating in user-item co-cluster (Ck
u,C

l
v).

However, each user-item co-cluster (Ck
u,C

l
v) can also

have various ratings with different probabilities. Thus the
rating function can be defined as

fR(u,v) = ∑
r

P(r|u,v)

= ∑
r

∑
k,l

P(r|Ck
u,C

l
v)P(C

k
u,C

l
v|u,v)

= ∑
r

∑
k,l

P(r|Ck
u,C

l
v)P(C

k
u|u)P(C

l
v|v)

(1)

The probabilities for eachu and v can be iteratively
computed until the probabilities converge to a stable state
based on the expectation-maximization algorithm. Then
the predicted user-item joint ratings can be obtained by
Eq. (1). For example, suppose we want to estimate the
missing rating 3d (3rd row and d column) in the Matrix A
in Figure1. The probability of this rating belongs to the
user cluster I and item cluster A is 0.9, therein the average
rating of users is 3. With the rest 0.1 probability the user
and item are clustered in user-item group IC whose
average rating is 2. Then the estimation of the missing
rating 3d is 2.9 according to the belonging probability and
average ratings of user-item group.

2.3 Metric

There are many metrics to evaluate the performance of
recommender systems [16]. The commonly used metrics
are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean
Squared Error. The information retrieval metrics such as
precision and recall are also useful. Recently, the
diversity, novelty and coverage are also considered as
important aspects in evaluation. In the RMGM model, we
are to predict the rating sores in the probe set, so we use
MAE to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction produced
by applying different auxiliary domains, defined as

MAE= ∑
rua∈rP

|rua− r̂ua|

|rP|
, (2)

where u and a represent the selected user and item
respectively.rua is the predicted rating,̂rua is the actual
rating in the probe set, and|rP| is the number of ratings in
the probe set. Obviously, the lower value of MAE
indicates a more accurate prediction.
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3 Results and Analysis

3.1 Prediction Accuracy on Auxiliary Domains

In our experiment, we consider every domain (movie
genre) as the auxiliary information when given a target
domain. Denote that, the pair of target domain and
auxiliary domain(x,y) is different from(y,x). So there
are 18× 18 different pairs in total, and MAE will be
calculated for every pair of domains, namedMAE(x,y)
wherey is the ID of the target domain andx corresponds
to the auxiliary domain. For an intuitive comparison, we
use the MAE differenceMAE(x,y)−MAE(y,y), written
asM(x,y) replacingMAE(x,y). Because of the definition
of MAE, the negative value ofM(x,y) indicates that the
auxiliary domainx is effective for the target domain.

Figure 2 represents the cumulative distribution of
M(x,y) for all the pairs of target domainy and auxiliary
domainx. For each pair ofy andx, the MAE is calculated
by 10 independent runs. Clearly auxiliary domains play
positive roles in only 50% of the cases, which means that
randomly select a domain is usually ineffective.
Therefore, how to choose a suitable auxiliary domain is
critical to the performance of cross-domain collaborative
filtering models. In the next section, we are going to find
some correlation betweent the character of auxiliary
domain and the predicted accuracy.
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Fig. 2: The cumulative distribution ofM(x,y).

3.2 User Confidence Coefficient Analysis

The overlapping of user groups is firstly taken into
consideration as it is natural to expect that an auxiliary
domain sharing more common users with the target
domain may bring more available information. As Table1

shows, Documentary Genre attracts much fewer people
than other genres. It means all the user groups are highly
overlapped. To quantify the overlapping degree, we
calculate the confidence coefficient between two selected
domains, e.g.SandT, by

UCC(S,T) =
|US∩UT |

|UT |
, (3)

whereUS denotes the group of users who rate the movies
in S, and | US | denotes the number of elements inUS.
Clearly, higher value ofUCC(S,T) means more users in
UT are covered by the users inUS. The confidence
coefficients of users between every pair of target domain
and auxiliary domain are shown in Figure3, where the
little square (x,y) corresponds to the value ofUCC(x,y),
where x is the index of column (the ID of auxiliary
domain), andy is the ID of target Domain. The ID of
these domains is in accordance with the ID in Table 1. As
the target domain and auxiliary domain are different,
Figure3 is asymmetric. TheUCC(S,T) between different
genres rang from 0.3 to nearly 1. And the larger the user
group forms, the higher theUCC(S,T) is.
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Fig. 3: Confidence coefficients of users between every pair of
domains.

To examine the correlations, we introduce the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient (PCC) [16], defined as

PCC(X,Y) =
∑n

i=1(Xi −X)(Yi −Y)√
∑n

i=1 (Xi −X)
2
√

∑n
i=1 (Yi −Y)

2
, (4)

whereX andY are two vectors, andX is the mean value
of elements inX. In this case, the two vectors are
UCC(:,y) andM(:,y), respectively, where “:” means the
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Fig. 4: The correlations between the MAE difference and the user
confidence coefficient.

set {1,2,3, · · · ,18} but excepty which is the ID of the
target domain.

Figure 4 shows the Pearson Correlation Coefficient
between UCC(:,y) and M(:,y) for every domain
considered as the target domain, where the ID of these
domains is in accordance with the ID in Table 1. Clearly
we can see that most of the correlation coefficients are
positive. This phenomenon is a little surprising that the
more users in the target domain can be covered by the
auxiliary domain, the less accurate predictions we will
get. From Figure4, we can also see that the user
confidence coefficient is not stable, asUCC(:,y) is
negatively related toM(:,y) wheny is set to 1 and 18 in
Figure4. Thus we can say that the overlapping of users
between the auxiliary domains and the target domain is
only a rough indicator.

3.3 Kullback-Leibler Divergence Analysis

In the RMGM model we need to group the users and
movies into clusters according to the ratings. So the
similarities between users’ ratings are also valuable to
take into consideration. The rating pattern in each domain
can be viewed as a distribution of ratingr (r ∈ [1,5]). And
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [14,15,17] is very
suitable to measure the rating difference. KL divergence
is a non-symmetric measure of the difference between
two probability distributionsP and Q. Specifically, the
KL divergence of Q from P is a measure of the
information lost whenQ is used to approximateP. It is
defined to be

KL(P,Q) = ∑
i

P(i)ln
P(i)
Q(i)

, (5)

which is the expectation of the logarithmic difference
between the probabilities vectorsP andQ. If and only if

Q is consistent withP, KL(P,Q) = 0. Here P and Q
represent the probabilities vectors of ratings. Because
ratings are ranging from 1 to 5,P and Q are set to be
5-dimensional vectors of the auxiliary domain and the
target domain respectively. To keep consistency, Eq. (5)
are rewritten as

KL(X,Y) = ∑
i

X(i)ln
X(i)
Y(i)

, (6)

whereX andY are the probability vectors of the auxiliary
domainx and the target domainy respectively.
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Fig. 5: Correlations between the MAE differenceM(:,y) and
KL(:,y) for RMGM model.

Figure 5 presents the correlations between the MAE
differenceM(:,y) andKL(:,y) for RMGM model, where
KL(:,y) in Subfigure (a) is calculated including the whole
users in both domains, while in subfigure (b) it is
calculated only according to the non-overlapping users.
The ID of these domains is in accordance with the ID in
Table 1. We still examine the PCC between this factor
KL(:,y) and M(:,y) for every target domain, shown in
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Figure 5 (a). Observing this irregular phenomenon, we
think this metric is used in an improper way as the
differences between rating pattern are mainly caused by
the non-overlapping users. As we expect, for a pair of
domains, the average KL divergence between the
overlapping users is lower than that between different
users. Those are 0.2008 and 0.3169 respectively. So we
further examined the KL divergence of ratings by
removing out the ratings rated by the overlapping users.
Significantly, all the correlation coefficients are positive
only except the first one as shown in Figure5 (b). We can
also find nearly all the correlations are highly positive of
which the values are above the empirical value 0.2. That
is to say, if the rating pattern of the non-overlapping users
in an auxiliary domain is more similar to the pattern of
non-overlapping users in the target domain, this auxiliary
domain will be more effective than other domains.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to clarify that
different movie genres play different roles as auxiliary
domain in CDCF model, and we tried to find an effective
indicator to select a contributing auxiliary domain. The
two indices, i.e., the overlapping rate, and the
Kullback-Leibler divergence are found as the character of
the auxiliary domain. The overlapping of user groups is a
nice one but not very exact. The rating pattern of the
whole users in a domain is not exact either. But if we
eliminate the effect of the overlapping users, the rating
pattern of the rest users is much correlated the
effectiveness of the auxiliary domain.

However, there still a lot of on going works. First, the
overlapping of user groups is negatively related to the
effectiveness of the auxiliary domain. It is difficult to
explain and only a conjecture is given in this paper. It is
very probable that this phenomenon is correlated to the
next one — the rating pattern of the non-overlapping
users is a nice indicator positively correlated to the
effectiveness. The results in the papers may shed some
light on this problem of auxiliary domain selection in
applying cross-domain collaborative filtering models, we
expect that to further understanding the dataset may give
more profound results..
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